22	CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
Under Haile Selassie a certain polish was added to forty
year old Addis Ababa, and in some parts a mask. The
central roads of the town were smoothed with tarmac.
The open spaces were adorned with gilt statues, illuminated
Masonic triangles., a clock tower copy of the famous obelisk
at Axum, a Parliament House in the modern featureless
style. Two new churches, with glittering domes, two
capacious schools, well and strongly built, flanked a correc-
tion of the alignment of roads that had twisted. Patchment
arches, emblems of the poverty and hurried improvisation
of the Emperor's Coronation, flapped their giant frame-
work across the hill road to the Gibbi and the hill road
to Giorghis.
The Italians contributed the powerful radio station at
Akaki. This was the period of peaceful penetration.
Cora, whom Haile Selassie loved, was minister, not Vinci.
When they had received their pay for building it they
expected to run it.
An aerodrome with a workshop was established at
Janmeda, alongside the racecourse of the diplomatic corps,
within the town boundary. A bigger aerodrome was at
Akaki, a few kilometres west. Near it^ when I arrived in
Addis, a model prison was building.
There were traffic police in the streets wearing white
knee-breeches, blue tunics, khaki puttees and white topees
with a red band. They had fixed ideas about traffic
discipline, knocked into their heads by the men at the top*
Cars were allowed to park only on the side of the road on
which they travelled. There were one-way streets. When
I was in a hurry and cantered my pony, a policeman would
blow his whistle fit to pierce the skies and yell in a voice
as penetrative, " Kas-bil, Kas-bil "—GO SLOW* Cantering
was not allowed.
But the police were Africans, In the early days the man
in charge of the one-way traffic in the centre of the town
used to relieve himself at his post. The white topees and
breeches were never spotless and often torn. Arrests were
not carried out with the dignity of the London force :
it was common to see a traffic policeman darting barefoot
through the crowd to catch the culprit. Whistle, post,
traffic-duties, often the precious topee were forgotten in the
traditional hue and cry after crime*

